Patent map and technology intelligence report. Horticulture; Cultivation Of Vegetables, Flowers, Rice, Fruit, Vines, Hops, Or Seaweed; Forestry; Watering

Description:
Horticulture; Cultivation of vegetables; Cutting implements specially adapted for horticultural purposes; Delimming standing trees; Floral handling; Botany in general; Cultivation of flowers, vegetables or rice in receptacles, forcing-frames or greenhouses; Sterilizing soil by steam; Protecting plants; Devices or methods for influencing weather conditions; Cultivation of rice; Cultivation of hops, vines, fruit trees, or like trees; Forestry; Watering gardens, fields, sports grounds, or the like; Self-acting watering devices, e.g. for flowerpots; Root feeders; Injecting fertilizers into the roots; Hydroponics; Cultivation without soil; Cultivation of seaweed.

Contents:
1. Pace of Invention.
Recent trends and patenting growth patterns.

2. Technology Overview.
Organization of patented inventions into broad and specific technology fields, based on the International Patent Classification system

3. Competitive Intelligence
Major patenting players.
Top inventors .
Key attorneys agents or attorney firms representing innovators.

4. Appendix A
Tabulation of all data used in the report.
Patenting activity for the last 20 years timeframe.
Listing of top 100 players, inventors and agents.

5. References
List of references.
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